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Greetings from the Good Capitalist
 
Greetings!
If the social capital market's growth could be compared to
a human life cycle, I would argue that it is in its teenage
years.  Rebellious, idealistic, and struggling to define its
own identity, it is in a rapid growth phase of exploration
and experimentation.  In an effort to come to terms with its
own strength, the market is at once trumpeting its
supremacy and despairing over its shortcomings.   

At the Social Capital Markets Conference last month in
San Francisco, attendees were simultaneously celebrating
the turnout (over 600 people, more than double what
producers originally expected) and wringing their hands
over a lack of infrastructure, standards, and performance
metrics in the market.  People put forward various ideas to
solve the problems, but a few are already turning ideas
into reality.  In this issue we are highlighting three such
efforts: the first is the conference itself, which created new
space for social capital market participants to discuss
things such as standards and metrics and pose
solutions.   The second initiative is a new network of
institutional investors and their advisors interested in
impact investing.  The third effort is an infrastructure play:
Mission Markets aims to provide an electronic transaction
platform for social capital markets.

The entrepreneurs behind these efforts are visionary and
confident that the social capital market will scale if it is
given the space and structure necessary to do so.  As with
any good teenager, however, nothing will happen unless
the social capital market itself decides it is darn well ready
to grow up.  We are in an exciting moment when we are
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Peter Deitz: Taking the SoCap
Conference to the World

by Meredith Walters

Peter Deitz knows about breaking down
walls.  Whether it's eliminating the barriers
between nonprofits and for profits through
his online community Social Actions,
connecting global corporations and activists
on the street to create positive social
change, or bringing together over two dozen
social action platforms to give people a
central place to find ways to get involved, his
work breaks down divisions between people
and organizations with common goals.

It was fitting, then, that Peter volunteered to
bring together SoCap Conference
participants with social capital market
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about to find out exactly how fast our teen will grow or
how much patience we must have to see our dreams
come true.  

As always, please contact me with any questions,
comments, ideas, or contributions.

Sincerely,
Meredith Walters
newsletter@goodcap.net

Social Capital Market
Feature News

Global Impact Investing
Network Planned 

By Tim Freundlich

Last week the Global Impact Investing Network did a soft
launch in San Francisco for its West Coast US "node." I
was privileged to attend a core group meeting and
broader reception for potential members (I was
representing both Good Capital and Calvert Foundation).
This is a multi-year initiative being backed by Rockefeller
Foundation and supported in its development by Monitor
Institute, with the goal of bringing together institutional
investors, large-scale family offices, private client groups,
investment banks and large foundations to nurture deal
sharing, impact standards and network relationships. The
focus is squarely on "Impact Investments" that seek to
generate positive social and environmental outcomes in
addition to financial return.

As Antony Bugg-Levine from Rockefeller Foundation said,
"The Global Impact Investing Network is being launched
as a platform for impact investors operating at scale, to
build the investment infrastructure that can enable this
emerging industry to transition quickly to an efficient
marketplace in which impact investment capital can be
brought to bear, in complement to philanthropy, to solve
the pressing social and environmental challenges of our
time."

enthusiasts who couldn't make the
conference.  He moved the content of
SoCap08 beyond the walls of Fort Mason
and allowed non-attendees to speak up and
share their thoughts on what came out of the
conference.  
    
In addition to heading up the SoCap account
on Twitter, which ended up posting over 480
unique updates about what was happening
on the conference floor, he rounded up the
efforts of SoCap's 20+ person blog team
who commented on the conference from
both near and far.  The blog team included
Rob Katz of Nextbillion.net, Nathaniel
Whittemore of Change.org, Sean Stannard-
Stockton of Tactical Philanthropy, and Lucy
Bernholz of Philanthropy 2173.  Sharon
Schneider of ThePhilanthropicFamily
couldn't attend but nevertheless submitted a
SoCap blog entry from Chicago.
    
According to Peter, there were two main
groups using the Web 2.0 tools: people
following the conference from afar and
attendees who were enjoying what they
were hearing and wanted to share their
notes, observations and pictures with friends
and colleagues.  "The substance of the
conversations was incredibly positive," says
Peter.  "I kept asking myself, 'Where are the
naysayers?'  But the truth is, there were
none.  There was a general enthusiasm and
interest in seeing where all this would lead. 
People thought that the naysaying could
always come later on."
    
Peter's own thinking was affected by the
conference, and he plans to partner with
organizations such as the Calvert
Foundation and MyC4 to make social
investment options available for the first time
on Social Actions.  
    
"My reason for being at the conference boils
down to some feedback that came out of the
last session.  Someone who had worked in
traditional capital markets stood up and
commented on how the openness,
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I came away clear that the time is upon us for this sort of a
multi-node local/global play. Of note, initial local hubs may
be seated in SF, NYC, London and Dubai. This is a buy
side institutional investor network like PRI Makers
Network, Mission Ventures Roundtable, the Funds
Roundtable or Investors Circle (I participate in the latter
three). Importantly, it is expansive in including
foundations, high net worth families, intermediary funds
and those that serve them (aka consultants and advisors),
to be truly global in geography, sector and also definitions
around returns (e.g. both market and non-market
risk-returns). Add to this policy and market infrastructure
coordination, and this gets a bit bigger than anything that
has come before.  It looks as if the SF network is off and
running with a second meeting TBD in the coming weeks.
NYC's soft launch will be in a couple weeks. Kudos to the
leadership being exhibited here, and yet another indicator
of the awakening appetite to take social capital markets to
a next level for the new generations of folks showing up
for it.

Mission Markets Aims to Give
Structure to Social Capital
Markets
By Meredith Walters

Ten years ago Michael Van Patten, founder of Mission
Markets, left his job on Wall Street to focus on building
platforms for markets that are, in his words, "fragmented,
illiquid, and lacking in standardization."  Michael built
electronic transaction platforms that created secondary
markets for restricted securities, thereby injecting liquidity
into markets, bringing together disparate entities, and
creating standards for investors and enterprises.
      
Michael created alternative trading systems for illiquid
securities, limited partnership interests, and private equity
securities.  He now has his sights set on a new
fragmented, illiquid, and emerging market-the social
capital market.  

As a father of four and an avid snow boarder, surfer, and
rock climber, Michael has long had a healthy respect for
the natural world.  Michael recycles, conserves energy,

transparency, and willingness to collaborate
at the conference contrasted with the
secrecy found on Wall Street.  As the web
2.0 guy, my role reinforced that transparency
and the potential for collaboration because it
invited non-attendees to speak up and share
their thoughts.  If we continue to do that
successfully, then we can create an open
and democratic movement."
    
If financial markets are facing failure in part
because of a lack of transparency and
openness, then Peter Deitz is doing all he
can to ensure the long-term success of the
social capital market.

Rosa Lee Harden and the
Unconference: a Democracy of
Ideas

by Meredith Walters

When participants arrived at the SoCap
Conference, they were excited about the
panels and keynotes they were about to
attend.  According to Rosa Lee Harden, one
of the producers of SoCap08, they were
initially less enthusiastic about the
Unconference scheduled to follow on day
three.

Many people planned to skip day three or
only go for the morning sessions.  As it
turned out, many participants who thought
about leaving early stuck around for day
three, and no more than a handful left at
lunch.  In fact, half of all people who filled
out feedback surveys said the Unconference
was the most valuable part of the event.

Why the change of heart?  Rosa Lee thinks
many people had misperceptions about the
nature of the Unconference.  "An open
space event such as the Unconference is
not chaos," Rosa Lee says.  "In fact, it's not
even structured chaos.  It's about who's in
charge.  It's the difference between one
person deciding on content versus the
people who show up choosing what to talk
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and encourages his children to take care of the
environment and help others do the same.  But as
recently as five months ago, Michael was not convinced
that the social capital market, which provides money to
social and environmental businesses, was ready to
support a platform all its own.  He planned to launch a
trading platform that included investments in social
enterprises in addition to other illiquid securities.  Recent
events have made him think otherwise.
    
"Mission Markets will be 100% focused on environmental
and social capital markets," Michael says.  "We've
realized that the space is so big and important that it
needs a portal unto itself."
    
Mission Markets is an electronic marketplace that
provides capital raising and secondary trading services to
social and environmental enterprises and investors.  If a
social enterprise is looking to raise money, for example,
Mission Markets will refer it to an investment bank or
broker dealer.  That investment bank will underwrite the
transaction and then list the enterprise to raise money on
Mission Markets, which provides a venue for the company
to market itself.  If some of the company's investors wish
to exit before the company goes public, or if it decides not
to go public, then the platform provides an infrastructure
that allows them to list their shares to sell to other
interested investors.  In addition, it can be used to raise
capital for direct investment in particular projects such as
carbon offset initiatives.
    
Both companies and investors are screened before being
allowed to use the Mission Markets platform.  Companies
must be certified by independent third parties such as B
Lab or 10% Solution to participate.  Mission Markets
investors must be interested in having their capital support
a social or environmental mission in order to be accepted
as members.
    
Michael Van Patten is convinced that as the social capital
market comes into its own, the time is right to make it
more unified, liquid, and standardized.  "There's a
consciousness happening now in the U.S. and the world,"
says Michael, "that prioritizes trying to help society rather
than just making money.  I've seen it over the last few
years and think it's only going to get stronger.  It's
endemic in our youth and in the Baby Boomers who are

about.  It's a way for people to discuss topics
that aren't covered in the rest of the
conference.  We worked hard to get out the
message that the event would be
organized."  

At the beginning of the Unconference,
participants put their ideas for sessions on a
board laid out into a grid based on time and
location.  Within 20 minutes the board was
full and people were jotting down their
schedules for the day.  "I've never seen an
open space conference board come
together as smoothly as that one did,"
observes Rosa Lee.  Panel topics included
social impact metrics, social capital in Africa,
Brazil, and China, franchising social
ventures, financing sustainable agriculture,
and creating a trade association for the field,
along with 45 others.  Almost all of the
sessions were well attended, and panel
leaders reported that even the ones that
weren't did produce useful discussion and
new connections.

The Unconference was Rosa Lee's idea,
and she had to fight to keep it whole.  She
knew from experience that a lot of the value
for conference attendees comes between
sessions, and she wanted to create a
structured space for conversations and
connections to emerge.  In addition, she had
a desire to talk about things not covered in
other conference content.  Her desire to get
her own questions answered led her to see
the value in the Unconference.  "People
have to be very motivated to work for
multiple bottom lines," she says.  "If we're at
the intersection of money and meaning, I'm
personally interested in what the meaning is
for people.  Is it compassion?  Spirituality? 
Guilt?  I didn't want a session on that, but I
did want a conversation.  The Unconference
was a space to have these types of
discussions."

As ideas for content began to overwhelm the
SoCap organizers, they tried to move panels
to the day of the Unconference.  Rosa Lee
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looking for what's important in life and trying to do
something good with their money and their time."  He also
thinks that the current financial crisis has created an
opportunity for the market to grow.  
"Nothing forces change like pain," he says, "which
changes how investors look at money and the market. 
When people lose money due to a lack of ethics, people
will call for ethical investment."
    
Michael hopes that a more standardized and liquid market
will bring more investment money to social and
environmental enterprises.  "It's hard to raise capital when
there's no way out," he says.    

The field's leaders and pioneers have long said that the
social capital market needs more infrastructure, and
Michael Van Patten agrees.  Thanks to his efforts, we will
soon be able to hear what the market itself has to say.

For more information about Mission Markets, you can visit
its website at www.missionmarkets.com.

Social Capital Market
News Briefs

November News
The William James Foundation's 2008-09
Socially Responsible Business Plan Competition is
accepting executive summaries until December
12.  They're looking for individuals or teams that
are starting for-profit businesses with a socially
responsible/sustainable component. At least one
member of the team must be either a current
student or recent graduate (within 10 years). The
top prize that offered to all entrants is detailed
feedback on summaries and plans. In addition,
there is a prize basket for the top plans of cash and
professional services ( e.g. 25 hours with a lawyer,
20 hours with an accountant, etc.) Last year's
basket was worth more than $60,000. Go to the
William James Foundation website for more details.

The VINE (Virtual Integrated Networking
Experience) Project is holding an online

fought hard not to let this happen.  "I had to
insist they not schedule anything else for
day three," she says.  It's a good thing she
did.  In addition to the positive feedback from
attendees, she says that the producers of
the conference got a good idea of what
people are interested in to guide their
decisions for next year.

In the end, it took not just a new space but a
new kind of engagement to accomplish the
conference's goal of breaking down silos
and starting new conversations.  From the
buzz and enthusiasm on display at the
Unconference, it was clear that many
participants had begun to appreciate this
reality.  After finally spreading its wings on
day three, the Unconference was no longer
the event's ugly duckling.
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competition to find the best developing investment
indicators for emerging market SMEs (Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises).  VINE will award
$50,000 in prizes to individuals or teams of
contributors who submit ideas and then collaborate
or refine them. The end result will be an index of
factors that the SEVEN Fund will release to the
public to assist in broader analysis of investment
opportunities for emerging market investment. They
welcome submissions from anyone interested in
participating.  To read the full details of the
competition, or submit an idea, go to the VINE
website.  

The Skoll Awards for Social Entrepreneurship
support social entrepreneurs whose work has the
potential for large-scale influence on critical
challenges of our time. Skoll is particularly
interested in applications from social entrepreneurs
working in five critical sub-issue areas that threaten
the survival of humanity - climate change, nuclear
proliferation, pandemics, conflict in the Middle East
and water scarcity. If you are a social entrepreneur
whose work has the potential for large-scale
positive change in these areas, now is the time to
apply to the Skoll Awards. The next deadline is
November 4.

Mecene Investment, a private equity advisory
company that specializes in socially responsible
investment in Africa, announced on October 21 that
it acquired AfriCap Investment South Africa.
AfriCap Investment South Africa, renamed Mecene
Investment South Africa, is the exclusive advisor to
AfriCap Microfinance Investment Company (AMIC),
the leading private equity fund dedicated to the
microfinance industry in Africa. Mecene Investment
plans to launch in 2009 and 2010 several initiatives
that would draw significant investment capital in the
microfinance industry in Africa. The company has
undertaken fund raisings for a debt fund, and is
currently exploring the launch of a microfinance
Islamic investment fund.  An extended microfinance
fund investing in insurance, housing and leasing
will also be launched soon.  For more information,
go to the  Mecene Investment website.

The Global Philanthropy Network is hiring a Vice
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President of Growth Capital and Director of
Channel Relationships to help it establish a growth
capital marketplace to provide consistent and
reliable funding for the national expansion of
top-performing nonprofit organizations.  For more
information, go to the Global Philanthropy Network
website.    

The Environmental Defense Fund is currently
hiring a Head of Finance Strategy and an
Economic Analyst to serve in a key leadership and
research roles within EDF's Ocean Economics
team in San Francisco, building successful,
strategic programs that use creative economic
models to benefit world fisheries.

As a result of SoCap08, VentureBeat and ABC
Channel 7 news published stories on the growth of
the social capital market.

Social Capital Index Update 

Quick Update
by Andrea McGrath and Jason Rissman

The new Social Capital Index successfully launched this
month at the SOCAP '08 event. We received great
questions, feedback, and insight from the attendees -
particularly during the third day small group discussions
(many thanks). We've already incorporated some of these
- more to come.
 
One exciting update to report to the Good Capitalist
community this month: entrepreneurs and investors can
now register their enterprises or funds directly online at
www.socialcapitalindex.net. You can also register for our
forthcoming SCI newsletter. We also have a team of SCI
analysts from UNC Kenan-Flagler who will be reviewing
enterprises monthly. Finally, we are actively talking to
others working on similar efforts in the social capital
marketplace to explore how/where we can best
collaborate.
 
We invite you to register your enterprise or fund today on
our new website, and please feel free to share questions,
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referrals, or resources to our team at:
info@socialcapitalindex.net.
 
Let us know if you have any questions!

Upcoming
Events

Investors' Circle 2008 Fall Conference and Venture Fair
November 10-12, 2008
Boston, MA

The premier meeting place for angel investors, professional venture
capitalists, foundation representatives, and entrepreneurs who are using
private capital to promote the transition to a sustainable future. The Venture
Fair will feature twenty early-stage for-profit companies working to solve
social and environmental problems. The Education Day will feature speakers
and workshops on the state of double-bottom-line investing and enterprise
creation.  For more information, or to register, click here.

2008 Net Impact North America Conference
November 13 - 15, 2008
Philadelphia, PA

Throughout history, breakthrough ideas have disrupted the status quo and
revolutionized the world. What are the next breakthroughs that will improve
our world and create advantages today for sustainability tomorrow? This
November, more than 1,800 business students and professionals will come
together to discuss innovative ideas that will create social and environmental
value for thefuture. Come hear from CSR leaders, engage in panel
discussions, participate in a case competition and take advantage of
networking opportunities all focused on addressing the social and
environmental challenges of the 21st century. For more information or to
register, click here.

SoCap Mixer
December 3, 2008
New York, NY
 
Last month, over 600 people gather in San Francisco for SoCap08, a
three-day conference focused on the emerging social capital marketplace.
Now's your chance to join the producers of SoCap08, Criterion Ventures, and
Good Capital (publisher of the Good Capitalist) for an energetic happy hour
to meet people working to accelerate the flow of capital to good. Come talk
with others like you about the need for new thinking on investing and building
businesses with impact, and learn why this discussion is so relevant in the
current financial climate.  If you would like more details about the event,
please write meredith.walters@goodcap.net.
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Good Capital is an investment firm that increases the flow of capital to innovative ventures that create
market-based solutions to inequality and poverty.  Good Capital manages the Social Enterprise Expansion
Fund, which leverages the power of venture capital to increase the impact of social enterprises.  Our
combination of growth capital and expertise acts as a catalyst that enables proven social enterprises to go to
scale, amplifying their social impact and financial return. In addition, Good Capital actively leads the
development of the emerging social capital market.  We share a deep commitment to the creation of a new,
informed, and passionate world of investing that strategically moves more capital to good. 

For more information about Good Capital or how to get involved, please visit our website at
www.goodcap.net or e-mail us at info@goodcap.net.  For information about the upcoming Social Capital
Markets Conference, which Good Capital is co-sponsoring, please click here.
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